Mechanisms and Models of Cancer Symposium Schedule

Tuesday, August 1
12:00pm: On-Site Meeting Registration Check-In opens

4:00pm-8:00pm: Session 1, “Oncogene Addiction”
(This session includes a 6pm break for dinner which is provided for all registered attendees)
Nabeel Bardeesy (Harvard Medical School)
Cosimo Commissio (Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute)*
Katja A. Lamia (The Scripps Research Institute)*
Slobodan Beronja (Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center)*
Martine Roussel (St Jude Children’s Research Hospital)
Karen Cichowski (Harvard Medical School)
Shannon M. Lauberth (University of California, San Diego)*
Peter K. Jackson (Stanford University School of Medicine)*

8:00pm: Welcome Reception for registered attendees; more details will be sent directly by email

Wednesday, August 2
8:00am: Breakfast for registered attendees

9:00am-12:00pm: Session 2, “Mentors & Colleagues of Art Alberts”
Introduction by Jan Karlseder and Reuben Shaw
Richard Treisman (Francis Crick Institute, UK)
Frank McCormick (University of California, San Francisco)
Sara A. Courneidge (Oregon Health and Science University)
Sheri Holmen (University of Utah Health Sciences Center)
Gerard Evan (University of Cambridge, UK)

12:10pm: Poster Session 1 & Lunch for all registered attendees

2:00pm-5:00pm: Session 3, “Cancer Genomics and Mouse Models”
Steven E. Artandi (Stanford University School of Medicine)
Lukas Dow (Weill Cornell Medicine)*
David Feldser (University of Pennsylvania)*
Eric L. Snyder (University of Utah)*
Stephano S. Mello (Stanford University School of Medicine)*
Joseph Lipsick (Stanford University)*
Ed van Veen (University of Utah)*
Joan Heller Brown (University of California, San Diego)*

5:45pm Shuttle buses start running to Off Site Dinner for registered attendees
6:00pm: Off Site Dinner for registered attendees; more details will be sent directly by email

Thursday, August 3
8:00am-9:00am: Breakfast for registered attendees

9:00am-1:00pm: Session 4, “Cancer Metabolism”
Lewis C. Cantley (Weill Cornell Medicine)
Liron Bar-Peled (The Scripps Research Institute)*
Caterina Bartolacci (The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center)*
Robert U. Svensson (Salk Institute for Biological Studies)*
Jared Rutter (University of Utah School of Medicine)
Brooke M. Emerling (Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute)*
David Shackelford (University of California, Los Angeles)*
Daniel J. Murphy (University of Glasgow, UK)*
Heather Christofk (University of California, Los Angeles)
1:00pm: Poster Session 2 & Lunch for all registered attendees

**3:00pm-5:00pm: Session 5, “Metastasis”**
Monte M. Winslow (Stanford University School of Medicine)
Levi J. Beverly (University of Louisville)*
Alexander D. Boiko (University of California, Irvine)*
Stephanie I. Fraley (University of California, San Diego)*
Jin Yang (University of California, San Diego)
Chang-il Hwang (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory)*
Kate D. Sutherland (The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Australia)*

6:00pm: Dinner for all registered attendees

7:00pm: Shuttle buses begin running to Off-Site Event for registered attendees; more details will be sent directly by email

**Friday, August 4**

8:00am: Breakfast for registered attendees

**9:00am-12:30pm: Session 6, “Cell Cycle, DNA Damage, and Epigenetics”**
Lin He (University of California at Berkeley)
Eva M. Goellner (University of California, San Diego)*
Diana Hargreaves (Salk Institute for Biological Studies)*
Gerry Crabtree (Stanford University)
Agata Smogorzewska (The Rockefeller University)
Nausica Arnoult (Salk Institute for Biological Studies)*
Marie-Liesse Asselin-Labat (Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research)*
Agnel Sfeir (New York University School of Medicine)

12:30pm: Lunch for all registered attendees

**1:30pm-5:00pm: Session 7, “Targeted Therapeutics and Immunotherapy”**
Neal Rosen (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center)
Roch-Philippe Charles (University of Bern, Switzerland)*
Kenneth P. Olive (Columbia University Medical Center)*
Lei Zhang (Salk Institute for Biological Studies)*
Antoni Ribas (University of California, Los Angeles)
Kathleen E. DeGiorno (Salk Institute for Biological Studies)*
Trudy G. Oliver (University of Utah)*
Spencer Wei (The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center)*

5:00pm: Closing Reception for registered attendees; more details will be sent directly by email

*Short talk presenter
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